Receptor sites in DNA for the dark and photochemical interactions with 4,5'-dimethylangelicin, a potential agent for the photochemotherapy.
The study of the interactions in the ground state between 4,5'-dimethylangelicin, an angular furocoumarin, and various synthetic and natural DNA samples have evidenced the presence in the macromolecule of preferred sequences suitable for binding the small ligand. They are represented by an alternate sequence of purine and pyrimidine bases in each strand of the macromolecule, without difference between the two base pairs A-T and C-G. The study of the photochemical interactions between the same DNA samples and the 4,5'-dimethylangelicin shows that preferred sites are present in the macromolecule for the covalent addition of the furocoumarin to the macromolecule too. These sites however have more strict requirements than those useful for dark binding; they are in fact represented by alternate sequences of A-T in each strand such as those present in poly [d(A-T)] . poly-[d(A-T)]. Moreover fluorescence studies made on the same DNA samples irradiated in the presence of the furocoumarin suggest that the alternate C-G regions favour formation of 4'-5'-fluorescent adducts.